Hansen’s Eagle Eye
http://www.hansenseagleeye.com

ESS ICE/CDI ORDER FORM

ESS ICE (Interchangeable Component Eyeshield) is a high performance safety eyeshield safety glasses system. ICE
includes three 2.4 mm polycarbonate, optically correct lenses. One clear, one amber, and one dark gray for different light
conditions. All lenses have an unlimited field of view, anti-scratch and anti-fog coatings. The lenses meet ANSI Z87.1
and MIL-V-43511C standards and also provide 100% UVA and UVB protection. Adjustable temples allow for a comfortable custom fit. A soft case with lens pocket and neck leash is included. Not only for tactical operations the ICE provides
superior eye protection for EMS, technical rescue, and other hazardous activities.
The CDI Model is a medium-fit Ballistic Sunglass with interchangeable 2.2 mm high impact polycarbonate lenses in clear
and smoke grey. Other key features include 100% UVA and UVB protection, very light weight, virtually indestructible
nylon frame, no-slip rubber temples and nose bridge, and smart tension cam-hinge temples for variable fit and durability.
The temples are wide fro maximum side protection. The lateral exchange system is fast and easy. Rx inserts are available for prescription lenses by Hansen’s Eagle Eye with a 24mm unique shooters bifocal in Trivex lenses.
LENSES FOR YOUR ESS RX CARRIER from Hansen’s Eagle Eye
The Rx Carrier lenses may be ordered from Hansen’s Eagle Eye by simply following the instructions on the order form.
We need your prescription including the PD, pupillary distance. The patented “Shooters Bifocal” may also be provided
in the upper portion of the aiming eye lens near the nose bridge. This 40mm single bifocal is large enough to be used for
providing near sight correction for both pistol and rifle use. Be sure to have your eyes examined at front sight distance
away and indicate the desired “add” power for the bifocal on the prescription. The lenses can also be ordered with single
vision correction only.

ESS CDI / Trivex
$ 287.00
ESS ICE 2.4
		
$ 70.00
ESS ICE Naro
		
$ 70.00
RX Carrier
		
$ 30.00
RX Lenses
		
$142.00
Shipping
		
$ 14.00
ESS Kit
		
$ 12.00
Press-Ons
		
$ 32.00
Ca. Sales Tax
8.5%
Other ____________________
__________________________
Total ____________

Prescription attached:
Bifocal Right:__________ Left:___________
PD (pupillary distance):___________________________
Name:_________________________________________
Address:________________________________________
City:___________________________________________
State:______________________ Zip:________________
Phone: (
)____________________________
Email:__________________________________________
Credit Card:_____________________________________
Expiration Date:_______________Security Code:______
Master Card
Visa

HANSEN’S EAGLE EYE 1-866-324-5374 / FAX 530-878-6574

